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Abstract: The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is a key process that enables the storage of 

renewable energies in the form of chemical fuels. Although numerous transition metal oxides 

have been explored as OER catalysts, the scaling relationship of the binding energies of 

various surface-bound intermediates imposes a limit on the maximum activity of these oxides. 

While previous computational studies have suggested bifunctional catalysts might be capable 

of overcoming this limit, stable and non-precious catalysts of this type remain elusive. Here, 

we describe a catalyst that exhibits activity significantly higher than current state-of-the-art 

catalysts that operate in alkaline solutions, including the benchmark nickel iron oxide. This 

new catalyst is both easy to prepare and stable for many hours. Operando X-ray absorption 

spectroscopic data reveal that the catalyst is made of nanoclusters of -FeOOH covalently 

linked to the edge sites of a -NiOOH support. According to density functional theory 

computations, this structure allows a reaction path involving iron as the oxygen evolving 

center and a nearby terrace O site on the -NiOOH support oxide as a hydrogen acceptor. This 

bifunctional mechanism circumvents the aforementioned maximum activity limit associated 

with the scaling relationship and leads to superior OER activity. 
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Main text 

The water splitting reaction provides a convenient process through which intermittent 

renewable energies are stored in the form of chemical fuels, namely hydrogen and oxygen1. 

Although numerous transition metal oxides have been explored as catalysts for the oxygen 

evolution reaction (OER, 2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e-)2,3, this reaction remains a bottleneck in the 

water splitting reaction. While only precious IrOx, RuOx, and their composites have sustained 

OER activity in acidic solutions, a number of non-precious metal oxides are reported to have 

higher activity than IrOx
4-8 in alkaline solutions.  

On metal oxides, the OER proceeds via multiple surface-bound intermediates including 

M-OH, M-OOH, and M=O (M denotes a metallic active site). A commonly proposed 

mechanism for OER in alkaline solutions consists of the following four steps2,4,9-11:  

 

OH- + M  → M-OH + e     (1) 

M-OH + OH-  → M=O + H2O + e   (2) 

M=O + OH-  → M-OOH + e               (3) 

M-OOH + OH-  → O2 + H2O + M + e  (4) 

 

 

  
 

Figure 1 | Volcano plots assuming mono-nuclear (black) and bifunctional OER 

mechanisms (green). A denotes an arbitrary H acceptor site. -FeOOH has been computed in 

this work while all other oxides were taken from literature. Mn3O4, NiO, RhO2
9; -CoOOH 12; 

Mn2O3, -MnO2, -MnO2
13; NiFeOx, -NiOOH10.  

 

The potential determining step is either the formation of M=O (step 2) or the step 

forming the O-O bond by hydroxide attack of the M=O species (step 3) depending on their 

respective potentials (black slopes in Fig. 1). The adsorption energies of OH, O, and OOH are 

correlated. In particular, the difference in the surface adsorption energy of OH and OOH is, 

according to Density Functional Theory (DFT) computations, independent of the catalyst and 

approximately 3.2 eV9,14. Because of this scaling relationship, the minimal theoretical 

overpotential () for an oxide catalyst is about 0.4 V. According to computations9,10,15, on 

catalysts like NiO, -NiOOH, and RhO2, O binds too weakly which causes the formation of 

M=O to become potential determining and the overpotential increases beyond 0.4 V. For 

catalysts like Mn3O4, -MnO2, -MnO2, IrO2, and -CoOOH, O is too strongly bound and the 

formation of M=O occurs below 1.6 V9,12,13. The potential determining step is the O-O bond 

formation, which requires more than 1.6 V. The theoretical overpotential is again larger than 

0.4 V. For NiFeOx, both steps 2 and 3 occur at about 1.6 V, putting it near the top of a Sabatier-

type Volcano-plot (Fig. 1)10. Thus, NiFeOx is predicted to be among the “most active” OER 

catalysts, far superior to NiOOH, CoOx, and MnOx. This prediction agrees well with 

experimental results9,10,12,13. To date, the scaling relationship has proven to govern the majority 
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of metal oxide catalysts, including all the known “most active” mixed oxide catalysts such as 

NiFeOx, CoFeOx, and FeCoW oxyhydroxide15-17.  

In order to overcome the performance limit of OER catalysts imposed by the scaling 

relationship, catalysts that operate by unconventional mechanisms need to be developed. 

Through DFT-based computational analysis, Rossmeisl and co-workers proposed that 

introducing proton acceptor-donor sites might lead to a bifunctional pathway for O-O bond 

formation, thereby circumventing the volcano limit in the OER18-20. Analogous bifunctional 

mechanisms have been reported for highly active catalysts in ammonium synthesis from 

nitrogen21 and methanol synthesis from CO2 
22. For the OER, however, there is yet no 

experimental report of non-precious bifunctional catalysts that outperform the best 

conventional catalysts. Here, we describe a new OER catalyst that significantly surpasses the 

current performance limit of all known metal oxides in alkaline solutions, including the current 

state-of-the-art NiFeOx catalyst. This catalyst is stable and can be easily prepared from nickel 

foam (NF), a readily available and commonly used substrate in OER. Operando X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy reveals the unique structure of this catalyst consisting of nanoclusters 

of -FeOOH covalently linked to the edge sites of a -NiOOH support, which is formed in situ 

on NF. DFT computations suggest that this structure allows for a bifunctional mechanism 

facilitating the O-O bond formation, leading to exceptional catalytic activity.  

NF is widely used as a 3-dimensional support for OER catalysts15,23, but its intrinsic 

activity is modest (Fig. 2a). Since it has been shown that iron incorporation is required to 

enhance the OER activity of NiOx-based catalysts10,16,24,25, we hypothesized that the activity of 

NF might be increased in a similar way by iron incorporation. Fe ions were incorporated by 

potential cycling in commercial KOH, as it was previously shown that such a process led to the 

incorporation of Fe ions into NiOx films16. Indeed when NF was subjected to 100 repetitive 

cyclic voltammetric (CV) scans from 1.21 to 1.54 V vs. RHE in a 1 M commercial KOH 

solution (with a Fe concentration of 0.18 mg L-1 according to measurements using Inductively 

Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)), a layer of Fe-containing nickel oxide (NiOx-

Fe) was formed. A NF-NiOx-Fe electrode (loading of iron oxide: 4.3 g cm-2) exhibits much 

higher OER activity than NF (Fig. 2a). The as-received NF was then immersed into a solution 

containing 10 wt% hydrochloric acid (HCl) for 30 minutes, which resulted in a NF-AC (AC = 

acid cleaned) electrode with a rougher surface than NF according to the scanning electron 

microscopy images (Supplementary Fig. 1). After repetitive CV or linear sweep voltammetric 

(LSV) scans from 1.21 to 1.54 V vs. RHE in a 1 M commercial KOH solution, NF-AC-NiOx-

Fe electrodes were prepared. According to ICP-MS, the iron oxide loadings were in the range 

of 1.0-14.1 g cm-2 depending on the preparation procedure (details are provided in 

Supplementary Information).  

The NF-AC-NiOx-Fe electrodes exhibit excellent OER activity (Fig. 2a and 

Supplementary Fig. 2a). To reach 10 mA cm-2, a NF-AC-NiOx-Fe electrode (loading of iron 

oxide: 14.1 g cm-2) requires an overpotential of 245 mV, lower than NF-NiOx-Fe (266 mV) 

and NF (311 mV). The Tafel slopes are 34, 36, and 45 mV dec-1 for NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, NF-NiOx-

Fe, and NF, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 3). The activity of the NF-AC-NiOx-Fe electrode 

is stable: the overpotential for a current density of 10 mA cm-2 remained at 245 mV during an 

electrolysis of 18 hours (Fig. 2b). When NF-AC was subjected to 100 CV scans in a 1 M KOH 

solution that was stripped of Fe ions by sequestration with an excess of nickel hydroxides for 

12 h (the Fe concentration is below the detection limit of ICP-MS after the treatment), the 

resulting Fe-free NF-AC-NiOx exhibited much lower OER activity (Supplementary Fig. 4). 

Thus, Fe incorporation was essential for the high OER activity of the NF-AC-NiOx-Fe and NF-

NiOx-Fe electrodes. 

By using commercial KOH solution which contained only a trace amount of Fe ions, 

the maximum amount of Fe incorporation into NF-AC electrodes was limited to about 14 g 
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cm-2. Although this method of Fe incorporation seemed to be important for the optimal 

distribution of Fe active sites and the corresponding site-averaged activity (see below), the 

geometrically averaged activity might benefit from a higher loading of Fe. Such activity is 

relevant to practical applications, especially because Fe is cheap. To incorporate more Fe in 

NF-AC, we dipped the latter into a FeCl3 solution (0.01 M) for 15 minutes and then dried it in 

an oven at 70 °C. The resulting electrode, NF-AC-FD (FD = Fe dipping), has hierarchical 

nanoporous structures at the surface (Supplementary Fig. 5). NF-AC-FD was subjected to 100 

repetitive cyclic voltammetric (CV) scans from 1.21 to 1.53 V vs. RHE in a 1 M commercial 

KOH solution to yield the NF-AC-FD-NiOx-Fe electrode. This electrode has much better net 

activity than NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, reaching 10 mA cm-2 and 100 mA cm-2 at only 215 mV and 248 

mV (Fig. 2a), respectively. The activity is stable for 36 h at least(Fig. 2b).   

 

 

  
Figure 2 | Activity and stability of catalysts. a, Polarization curves of NF (black), NF-NiOx-

Fe (magenta), NF-AC-NiOx-Fe (blue) and NF-AC-FD-NiOx-Fe (green). Loadings of iron oxide 

in NF-NiOx-Fe, NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, and NF-AC-FD-NiOx-Fe are 4.3, 14.1, and 68.0 g cm-2, 

respectively. Backward scan; Scan rate: 1 mV s-1; IR corrected. b, Chronopotentiometric 

measurements of OER at 10 mA cm-2 for 18 h using NF-AC-NiOx-Fe (bottom) as catalyst and 

at 10 mA cm-2  and 100 mA cm-2 for 36 h using NF-AC-FD-NiOx-Fe (top) as catalyst. c, The Js 

at different loadings of Fe2O3 for GC-NiOx-Fe (blue spheres) and GC-NiFeOx (black triangles). 

d, Comparison of polarization curves between NF-AC-NiOx-Fe and NF-NiFeOx at similar 

loading.   
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Table 1. Comparison of TOFs and Js of selected state-of-the-art OER catalysts in alkaline 

solutions.a  

Catalysts Electrode 

Overpotential 

Reference 
270 mV 300 mV 

TOF (s-1) Js (mA cm-2) TOF (s-1) 
Js (mA cm-

2) 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe NF 0.78±0.27 0.041±0.018 3.4±1.1 0.18±0.08 This work 

NF-AC-FD-NiOx-

Fe 
NF 0.82±0.13 0.051±0.008 n/a  n/a This work 

Au-NiOx-Fe Au 0.73±0.23 0.17±0.03 3.5±1.3 0.81±0.17 This work 

GC-NiOx-Fe GC 0.48±0.10 0.10±0.03 2.5±0.44 0.54±0.09 This work 

NF-NiFeOx
 b NF 0.06±0.02 0.012±0.002 0.33±0.06 0.05±0.01 This work 

GC-NiFeOx
b GC 0.10±0.02 0.03±0.01 0.44±0.05 0.13±0.04 This work 

NiFeOx
c GC/Au 

0.072±0.02 
e 

0.011 e 0.52±0.16 0.084 8,16 

NiFeOx Au  n/a 
0.015±0.010 
e 

 n/a 0.11±0.07 e 7 

NiFe LDH GC 0.036  n/a 0.21  n/a 6 

G-FeCoW GC  n/a  n/a 0.93  n/a 15 

IrO2 d Au ~0.002 e 0.004 e ~0.01 0.02 5,7 

a For multiple samples, the averaged values with standard deviations are given. For NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, 

Au-NiOx-Fe, and GC-NiOx-Fe, each sample is measured 2-3 times and the raw data are shown in 

Supplementary Table 1-3. For all iron-containing samples except G-FeCoW, iron is assumed as the 

active species; for G-FeCoW, Co is taken as the active species. n/a is the abbreviation for the phrase of 

not available due to lack of data or influence by mass transfer.  b NiFeOx was prepared according to the 

method reported in literature 16 (Supplementary Methods). Each sample is measured 2 times and the 

raw data are shown in Supplementary Table 4. c TOFs were taken from the samples on GC reported in 

literature16. Js are taken from the continuously deposited film on Au reported in literature8 (calculation 

of Js see in Supplementary Methods). d TOFs are taken from literature5 and Js are taken from literature7. 
e TOFs and Js at these potentials are extrapolated using the reported Tafel slopes (~35 mV dec-1 for 

NiFeOx, ~40 mV dec-1 for IrO2). 

 

 

Three figures of merits including turnover frequency (TOF), surface area averaged 

specific activity, and overpotential for 10 mA cm-2, are commonly used to compare OER 

catalysts7. The first two parameters focus on the intrinsic activity of catalysts, while the third 

one is oriented towards device performance. These three parameters were determined for the 

catalyst reported here and compared to the best performing OER catalysts in alkaline solutions 

(Table 1, Supplementary Table 5-7). It appears that this catalyst outperforms all other catalysts 

for at least 2 of these parameters and competes very well for all of them.  
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As electrochemical, spectroscopic and computational data (see below) indicate that the 

active site of our catalyst is Fe, the apparent TOFs of the NF-AC-NiOx-Fe electrodes were 

calculated according to the total amount of Fe ions, as determined by ICP-MS (Supplementary 

Fig 6; Supplementary Tables 1; Supplementary Methods). TOFs were calculated for 10 different 

electrodes with a Fe (Fe oxide) loading in the range of 1.4 to 14.1 g cm-2, and were found to 

be similar. Table 1 compares the averaged TOFs of NF-AC-NiOx-Fe with several state-of-the-

art catalysts, and Supplementary Table 5 lists the comparison with an extended number of 

known catalysts. All TOFs were calculated according to the total amounts of active metal ions. 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe and NF-AC-FD-NiOx-Fe have similar TOFs. Their TOFs are the highest 

among all solid-state catalysts reported to date. With an average TOF of 0.78 s-1 at  = 270 mV, 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe is about an order of magnitude more active than state-of-the-art NiFeOx and 

NiFe LDH catalysts6,16 and more than 200 times higher than IrO2. Recently a gelled FeCoW 

oxyhydroxide (G-FeCoW) was reported to be the hitherto most active OER catalyst in alkaline 

solutions15. NF-AC-NiOx-Fe has a TOF 3.6 times higher than G-FeCoW. To alleviate the 

uncertainty using literature values when comparing TOFs, direct comparison of NF-AC-NiOx-

Fe with NiFeOx deposited on NF was conducted (Supplementary Table 4 and Table 5). The 

TOFs of NF-AC-NiOx-Fe are again 10-13 times higher than those of NF-NiFeOx.  

In the above calculation of TOFs for NF-AC-NiOx-Fe and NF-AC-FD-NiOx-Fe, the 

NiOx component was treated as a support for the active Fe centers. For this assumption to be 

valid, the TOFs should be independent of the quantity of NiOx. To verify this assumption, thin 

layers of NiOx were first electrodeposited on Au and glassy carbon (GC) electrodes, followed 

by iron-incorporation using the same method as for the synthesis of NF-AC-NiOx-Fe. On these 

two electrodes, the quantity of NiOx could be varied and measured. The activity of the resulting 

catalysts, Au-NiOx-Fe and GC-NiOx-Fe, were measured by LSV (Supplementary Fig. 7). 

Notwithstanding a small difference, both Au-NiOx-Fe and GC-NiOx-Fe exhibit activities and 

TOFs (Table 1, Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Tables 1-3) similar to NF-AC-NiOx-

Fe. The small difference is likely due to the electrical contact between the NiOx film and the 

electrodes rather than the intrinsic activity of the catalyst. The TOFs of Au-NiOx-Fe and GC-

NiOx-Fe are largely independent of the quantity of NiOx (Supplementary Fig. 8). These data 

validate the treatment of NiOx as a support in the calculation of TOFs of our catalysts and show 

that it outperforms all alkaline OER catalysts reported so far.  

The specific activity (Js), which is the current density averaged by the electrochemical 

surface area, is a parameter that is complementary to TOF in evaluating the intrinsic activity of 

electrocatalysts7. To make a direct comparison, the specific activities of our NiOx-Fe catalyst 

and NiFeOx deposited on the same supports (NF and GC) were measured (Supplementary 

Methods). It was previously reported that NiFeOx had the highest specific activity among 

various transition metal oxides7. On both electrodes, our catalyst has 3-4 times higher specific 

activity than NiFeOx (Fig. 2c, Table 1 and Supplementary Table 6). The specific activity on GC 

is higher than on NF for both catalysts because electrochemical surface areas correspond only 

to those of the catalysts due to the GC’s flat surface, while on NF the areas correspond to those 

of the porous NF electrodes. The values on GC are therefore representative of the true activity 

of the catalysts. For the NiFeOx catalyst, our value is similar to those determined in the 

literature7,8, confirming that the NiFeOx catalyst used in the direct comparison exhibits the same 

activity as the state-of-the-art samples. The intrinsic activity of the bifunctional NiOx-Fe 

catalysts is therefore superior to all known catalysts for which an intrinsic activity have been 

reported. 

Another important parameter of catalytic activity is the overpotential for a given current 

density, e.g., 10 mA cm-2 (Supplementary Table 7). In direct comparison and at similar loadings, 

the present NiOx-Fe catalyst has overpotentials of about 74-80 mV lower than NiFeOx (Fig. 2d, 

and Supplementary Fig. 9). A striking improvement of more than 160 mV in overpotential is 
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obtained when comparing NF-AC-NiOx-Fe with IrO2, the benchmark noble metal catalyst, at a 

similar loading. A small number of high-surface-area electrodes coated with a large amount of 

catalysts are reported to have overpotentials close to 200 mV for 10 mA cm-2, making them 

interesting for device performance (Supplementary Table 8)15,23,26.  With an overpotential of 

only 215 mV, a stable activity, and an easy and economical preparation from earth abundant 

components, the NF-AC-FD-NiOx-Fe electrode described above is also very competitive in this 

category.            

The NiOx-Fe catalyst was subjected to a variety of characterization methods. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data are consistent with the presence of iron oxide on the 

surface of the electrode (Supplementary Fig. 10)27. In the Raman spectra, the peaks 

corresponding to -NiOOH, initially absent in the catalyst before OER, emerged after 

subjecting the catalyst to OER conditions (Supplementary Fig. 11). This lamellar structure has 

already been shown to be the active phase in nickel containing OER catalysts under  oxidative 

potentials.28  No peak from an iron oxide species was, however, observed in the Raman spectra, 

probably because of the low iron concentration. To obtain further structural information on the 

catalyst, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was applied, both on the post-catalytic material 

and under operating conditions.  

Figure 3a shows the Fe K-edge X-ray absorption near edge spectra (XANES) of NF-

AC-NiOx-Fe, together with iron oxide references29. The oxidation state of as-prepared NF-AC-

NiOx-Fe is close to the value of +3, since the main absorption edge position coincides with that 

of -Fe(3+)OOH. Spinel iron oxides (maghemite and magnetite) and hematite contain both 

octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Tetrahedral iron sites have a well-defined signature in Fe K-

pre-edge with an intense peak at low energies (ca. 7114 eV)30,31. From the pre-edge intensity 

and position (inset of Fig. 3a), the tetrahedrally coordinated Fe ions can therefore be ruled out. 

This result is confirmed by Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectra at the 

Fe K-edge (as depicted in Fig. 3b), which further describes the local geometry of Fe. The first 

peak at apparent distances 1.5 Å and the second and third peaks at 2.5 and 3.1 Å, are attributed 

to the single scattering path of the closest oxygen (that is, Fe-O) and the second/third 

neighboring iron metals (that is, Fe-Fe) surrounding the absorbing Fe ions32,33, respectively. 

These results clearly reveal the Fe-Fe bonds with octahedrally coordinated Fe ions in NF-AC-

NiOx-Fe, which are more similar to those of -FeOOH or NiFe-LDH and Fe-doped -NiOOH24, 

as opposed to hematite or spinel structures. Most interestingly, a new peak (Fe-Nioutside) was 

observed at 3.98 Å (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Table 9 and Supplementary Fig. 12 - Fig. 14); this 

value is significantly larger than those of both Fe-Fe(Td) and Fe-Fe(Oh) in hematite or spinel 

structures, as well as that of Fe-Ni in NiFe LDH (~3.1 Å), indicating that there is a Fe-Ni path 

with a specific long distance in NF-AC-NiOx-Fe (~4.0 Å). This specific path is attributed to an 

interfacial interaction between the octahedrally oxygen-coordinated Fe and the underlying 

closest NiOx through an oxygen bridge. Notably, the coordination number (CN) of Fe-Fe is 

remarkably smaller than those of Lepidocrocite (-FeOOH) or NiFe-LDH. This result reveals 

small size clusters (~1-2 nm), where the Fe ions at the edges have fewer Fe-Fe interactions than 

in the center (Supplementary Table 9 and Supplementary Fig. 13 - 14), thus decreasing the 

overall mean Fe-Fe coordination numbers. Accordingly, the NF-AC-NiOx-Fe catalyst can be 

described as discrete nanoclusters of -FeOOH covalently linked to the NiOx support (with a -

NiOOH structure under OER, see Raman data above and XAS data below) via bridging 

oxygens (Fig. 3c). The lack of Fe-Ni path at about 3.1 Å as found in NiFe LDH (Supplementary 

Fig. 14) indicates that the FeO6 octahedron and the NiO6 octahedron are not edge-sharing as in 

NiFe LDH, but corner-sharing which leads to a Ni-O-Fe distance of about 4 Å. Therefore, the 

interface between the FeOOH clusters and the -NiOOH support occurs at the edge, but not 

terrace, sites of  -NiOOH (Fig. 3c).  
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 In-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy was employed to reveal the structural evolution 

of the catalyst during OER (Fig. 3d, Table 2 and Supplementary Table 10)34,35. In order to collect 

Ni K-edge data, the catalysts deposited on Au-coated FTO (Au-NiOx-Fe) were used instead of 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe due to the strong background Ni signal from NF. The Fe K-edge data of Au-

NiOx-Fe are similar to those of NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, confirming the similar nature of catalysts on 

both supports. Prior to OER (when no bias or  = 0.22 V are applied), slight decreases in 

apparent distance are observed compared to the dry sample. These changes might be attributed 

to a specific interaction with the electrolyte. Once the applied voltage is further increased above 

 = 0.27 V, the apparent distance of Fe-Fe path is reduced by approximately 0.15 Å. This 

decrease in Fe-Fe path is due to the oxidation of Fe, as observed before in other systems24,33. 

Likewise, in-situ Ni K-edge XAS (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Fig. 15 and Supplementary Table 

10) shows that the apparent distances of the Ni-Ni path is reduced by about 0.24-0.27 Å under 

OER potentials, indicating the oxidation of Ni ions. The potential dependent edge energies 

(Supplementary Fig. 16) indicate the transformation of the NiOx support from -Ni(OH)2 to -

NiOOH under OER conditions24,28,  in agreement with the result of the Raman study (see above).   

The distance of Fe-Nioutside path changes dramatically, from 3.98 Å in the dry sample to 

3.80 Å at no bias and  = 0.22 V to 3.34 Å at  = 0.27 V and further to 3.21 Å at  = 0.37 V. 

This result indicates strong structural changes at the interface of the -FeOOH clusters and the 

-NiOOH support. From the dry sample to the catalyst at the beginning of OER ( = 0.27 V), 

the structural change can be accounted for by considering a 52o tilt of the FeO6 octahedron 

relative to the NiO6 octahedron (Fig 3c). A further 3.6o tilt of the FeO6 octahedron can account 

for the structural change from  = 0.27 V to  = 0.37 V. While the more than 50o tilt is 

significant, it seems feasible since the FeO6 octahedrons in pure -FeOOH are tilted at about 

23o degree one over the other (Supplementary Fig. 17). Notably, this significant structural 

change only occurs on NF-AC-NiOx-Fe catalyst. The NiFe LDH reference sample, which is 

considered as the active form of NiFeOx, exhibits no such structural changes according to 

operando XAS (Supplementary Fig. 18). This comparison further underscores the unique 

nature of the present NF-AC-NiOx-Fe catalyst relative to NiFeOx and the peculiar role of the 

interaction between the NiOOH support and the discrete FeOOH clusters. 
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Figure 3 | in-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy. a, XANES spectra, inset shows the pre-

edge features of all spectra. b, Fourier transform of Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra for NF-AC-

NiOx-Fe and the corresponding references. c, Proposed model of -FeOOH onto NiOOH 

surface with geometric tilt. Inset shows the illustrative side view of the tilt ( is the tilt degree). 

d, in-situ FT-EXAFS spectra of Fe K-edge and Ni K-edge for Au-NiOx-Fe during OER. 

 

Table 2 | Structural parameters of Au-NiOx-Fe sample extracted from in-situ Fe K-edge 

EXAFS refinement during OER. 

c 

a b 

d 
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condition path R (Å) CN ∆E (eV) σ2 (Å2) R-value (%) 

Dry sample 

Fe-O 1.98(1) 4.8(2) 1.4(8) 0.0095(2) 0.798 

Fe-Fe 3.06(2) 2.3(2) 1.3(6) 0.0071(1)  

Fe-Nioutside 3.98(4) 3.6(4) 3.2(7) 0.0080(6)  

No bias 

Fe-O 1.93(1) 5.3(3) -1.7(3) 0.0023(2) 4.915 

Fe-Fe 2.97(1) 4.5(5) -7.3(4) 0.0055(3)  

Fe-Nioutside 3.83(2) 4.3(9) 1.2(9) 0.0058(5)  

η = 0.22 

Fe-O 1.98(4) 5.9(3) 4.8(3) 0.0054(1) 5.906 

Fe-Fe 3.03(5) 4.0(8) -1.6(5) 0.0073(2)  

Fe-Nioutside 3.80(7) 4.2(9) -2.4(7) 0.0049(3)  

η = 0.27 

Fe-O 1.91(1) 4.3(4) -4.0(1) 0.0103(1) 3.800 

Fe-Fe 2.87(3) 2.3(3) -4.4(1) 0.0120(4)  

Fe-Nioutside 3.34(4) 2.1(7) -1.6(3) 0.0138(9)  

η = 0.32 

Fe-O 1.93(1) 4.9(1) -1.7(3) 0.0103(2) 1.907 

Fe-Fe 2.88(2) 2.3(6) -2.9(3) 0.0108(4)  

Fe-Nioutside 3.22(6) 2.2(9) -3.2(5) 0.0123(7)  

η = 0.37 

Fe-O 1.91(1) 4.7(4) -2.9(8) 0.0103(1) 11.580 

Fe-Fe 2.86(2) 3.1(2) 2.7(7) 0.0118(1)  

Fe-Nioutside 3.21(5) 1.9(7) 1.0(1) 0.0135(4)  
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Figure 4 | DFT computations. a, Free energy diagram comparing the electrochemical 

potentials of water oxidation at -FeOOH proceeding through a mono-nuclear mechanism 

(black solid line) and a bifunctional mechanism with Ni3-O sites acting as hydrogen acceptor 

(green dashed line). b, Schematic picture of the -FeOOH model. Color code: violet: Fe; red: 

O; grey: H. c, Ni3-O hydrogen acceptor site at -NiOOH; Color code: Green: Ni; red: O; grey: 

H. d, Schematic representation of the OER reaction mechanism. Upper path: Mono-nuclear 

mechanism; lower path: Bifunctional mechanism. Color code: violet: Fe; green: Ni; red: O; 

grey: H. 

 

The DFT computations shown in Figs. 1 and 4 assist in understanding how NF-AC-

NiOx-Fe can significantly outperform the state of the art NiFeOx catalyst. Here, a generic 

isolated -FeOOH was constructed. This model contains the key features of the active catalyst, 

i.e., the brucite type structure and the octahedral coordination by six oxygen ligands (Fig. 4b). 

Computationally, this model has the advantage of representing potentially active Fe sites while 

avoiding complications resulting from interfacing the cluster with the -NiOOH support. As 

shown in Fig. 1, -FeOOH binds O too strongly and is placed on the strong binding side of the 

Sabatier volcano (Fig. 1). The formation of Fe=O has an equilibrium potential of only about 

1.2 V. The potential determining step is the hydroxide attack on M=O, which has a potential of 

1.7 V and results in a theoretical overpotential of 0.5 V (Fig. 4a). Thus, -FeOOH alone is only 

a modest catalyst. However, if the O-O bond forming step on -FeOOH can proceed through 

an alternative pathway, such as a bifunctional mechanism that avoids the potential limiting 

formation of M-OOH, the overpotential can be reduced18. The bifunctional mechanism assumes 

the direct formation of O2 through a nucleophilic attack of OH- coupled with a concerted H 

transfer to an adjacent acceptor site, A18,19:  
 
M=O + OH- + A → M + O2 + A-H + e    (5) 
 
 

As the Fe ions in NF-AC-NiOx-Fe are located on the edges of the -NiOOH support, we 

explored the H transfer to various nearby sites on -NiOOH as potential hydrogen acceptors. It 

was found that an Ni3O site at a terrace plane of -NiOOH was a suitable hydrogen acceptor, 

with a potential of 1.3 V for Ni3O + H+ + e- to Ni3OH (Fig. 4c). Such a site is abundantly present 

at the proximity of the Fe center (Fig. 4d). Incorporation of the Ni3O hydrogen acceptor 

completely alters the energy landscape of the OER on -FeOOH (Fig. 4a and 4d). The O-O 

bond forming step now only has a potential of about 1.3 V, resulting in a theoretical 

overpotential of only 0.1 V. This bifunctional catalysis avoids the high-energy OOH 

intermediate and introduces two new slopes for a revisited Volcano plot (green curves in Fig. 1; 

see also Supplementary Fig. 19). The left slope represents a region where the O-O bond 

formation through a bifunctional mechanism determines the overpotential. A narrow plateau is 

found at the top of this Volcano plot, where the formation energy of M=O ranges from 1.1 to 

1.3 eV. At this plateau the overpotential is determined by the recovery of the H acceptor site 

and the theoretical overpotential is at its minimum value of 0.1 V. The -FeOOH-Ni3O 

bifunctional catalyst, which is proposed to be the active component of NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, sits 

exactly at the top of the “bifunctional Volcano” and represents a new benchmark for metal oxide 

OER catalysts.  

According to computations, the availability of -FeOOH sites, with an equilibrium 

potential of about 1.2 V for the formation of Fe=O, is a pre-requisite for the proposed 

bifunctional catalysis. In NiFeOx, the Fe ions are incorporated into an extended lattice of -

NiOOH. The resulting structural and electronic change shifts the Fe=O formation potential to 
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about 1.6 V24 and as a consequence, the theoretical overpotential is 0.4 V with or without a 

suitable hydrogen acceptor.   

In summary, an oxygen evolution catalyst based on earth abundant elements with an 

“off the scale” activity in alkaline solutions has been discovered. This catalyst not only 

significantly out-competes the most active current state-of-the-art NiFeOx catalyst, but it is also 

easily prepared and exhibits long-term stability. Applications can be envisioned for both 

alkaline electrolysers and photoelectrochemical water splitting devices, which often employ 

thin layers of nickel oxide as catalysts, heterojunction, or protection layers36-40. The 

experimental demonstration that bifunctional catalysis in the OER can lead to activity superior 

to the best conventional catalysts showcases its potential. A further implication of this work is 

that other bifunctional systems comprised of an active site with an equilibrium potential close 

to 1.23 V for the formation of M=O and a support with an equilibrium potential close to -1.23 

V for hydrogen addition might also exhibit superior OER activity. Thus, this work should 

inspire numerous follow-up studies employing bifunctional catalysis as a new design strategy, 

leading to the next generation of OER catalysts that perform beyond the Volcano limits.  
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Materials and Methods 

Reagents and materials  

All reagents were analytical grade and used as received without further purification. Ni foam 

(with thickness 1.6 mm and 95% porosity) was purchased from Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd., 

UK, hydrochloric acid (HCl) and potassium hydroxide (KOH) were purchased from Merck 

KGaA, Germany. The water used throughout all experiments was deionized water.  

 

Preparation of the electrodes 

NF: The as-received nickel foam was washed with acetone under sonication condition for 15 

min. 

NF-AC: The NF sample was cleaned in 10 wt% HCl under sonication condition for 30 min. 

NF-AC-FD: The NF-AC sample was dipped in 50 mL of freshly prepared FeCl3 solution (0.01 

M) under magnetic stirring for 15 min. The NF-AC sample was taken out and directly dried in 

oven at 70 0C. 

Au-NiOx: NiOx was electrodeposited on Au (100 nm) coated Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) 

substrates (there is a sputtered 10 nm Cr adhesion layer between the Au and FTO layers). The 

surface area is 1 cm2. Prior to each deposition, the Au-coated FTO was electrochemically cycled 

three times from -0.2 to 0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode at 10 mV s-1 in 1M Fe free KOH. 

NiOx was electrochemically deposited from a nitrogen-purged nickel nitrate solution (0.01M) 

at a cathodic current density of 1 mA cm-2, following a modified literature procedure1. The 

typical deposition time was 75 s. To change the quantity of NiOx, the deposition time varied 

from 75 s to 300 s.  

GC-NiOx: NiOx was electrodeposited on glassy carbon (GC, the geometric surface area is 

confined to 0.5 cm2). The deposition procedure is the same as for Au-coated FTO. 

 

Preparation of reference samples for Raman test 

-FeOOH: 20 mL of Fe(NO3)3 solution (20 mM) was sealed in a glass container, which was 

then maintained at 60 oC for 24 h. After centrifuging and washing with water for 3 times, red 

brown powder of FeOOH was obtained. 

-NiOOH was synthesized by oxidizing nickel foam with K2S2O8 in concentrated NaOH (see 

reference 2). -Fe2O3 was obtained by annealing Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Sigma-Aldrich, CAS 

number: 1317-61-9) at 300 oC in air for 12 h. -Fe2O3 was purchased from Fluka (CAS number: 

1309-37-1). NiFe LDH was synthesized via a hydrothermal method previously reported by our 

group (see reference 3).  

 

Preparation of NiFeOx catalysts. 

To compare with the state-of-the-art NiFeOx catalyst, we prepared samples of NiFeOx on GC 

and NF electrodes following the reported electrodeposition method 4,5. To avoid the formation 

of our catalyst during the electrodeposition, the NF was firstly annealed at 500 oC in air for 2 h. 

Films of NiFeOx were cathodically deposited from unstirred solutions of 0.092 M 

Ni(NO3)2·6H2O and 0.008M FeCl2·4H2O (or 0.0975M Ni(NO3)2·6H2O and 0.0025M 

FeCl2·4H2O) in 18.2 MΩ·cm H2O. The solutions were purged with nitrogen gas for half an 

hour before adding FeCl2·4H2O to prevent precipitation of insoluble FeOOH. Typical 

depositions were at -0.1 mA cm-2 for 20-180 s. 
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Characterization 

SEM images were taken with a Phillips (FEI) XLF-30 FEG scanning electron microscope. 

EDS-SEM spectra were taken from the spectrometer attached to a Phillips (FEI) XLF-30 FEG 

scanning electron microscope. XPS measurements were performed on a PHI5000 VersaProbe 

II XPS system by Physical Electronics (PHI) with a detection limit of 1 atomic percent. 

Monochromatic X-rays were generated by an Al K source (1,4867 eV). The diameter of the 

analyzed area is 10 m.  

Raman spectra were recorded using a confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw). Spectra were 

acquired with <0.32 mW of 532 nm laser excitation at the sample surface. The exposure time 

is 3 s and the 50 spectra were accumulated. For each material, three samples were tested, and 

for each sample several points were randomly chosen to take Raman spectrum on. For samples 

after OER, Raman spectra were recorded after chronoamperometry scan at = 310 mV for 

around 10 min. For reference samples, their Raman spectra were similar to those reported in 

literature works 1,6,7).  

ICP-MS measurements were conducted on a FinniganTM element2 high performance high 

resolution ICP-MS, which consists of a double focusing reverse geometry mass spectrometer. 

The sensitivity was better than 1.2x105 cps/ppb of 115In at a mass resolution of 4000, which 

corresponds to 1.2x106 cps/ppb at low resolution mode of 500. Measurement repeatability 

expressed in terms of RSD was better than 5%, depending on the element. The accuracy of the 

method was tested using certified riverine water reference materials SLRS-3. Accuracy was 

better than 5%. The detection limits obtained for trace metals in the Medium resolution mode 

(R=4000) without the influence of signal interferences were in routine mode less than 0.2 ng L-

1 for all elements. Calibration standards were prepared through successive dilutions in cleaned 

Teflon bottles, of 1g L-1 ICP-MS stock solutions (Bernd Kraft). Suprapur® grade nitric acid 

(65% Merck) was used for the dilution of samples and for the preparation of standards (2+1000). 

Ultrapure water was produced using Milli-Q® Ultrapure Water System (Millipore, Bedford, 

USA). The high resolution mode is also useful for samples having unexpected or unknown 

interferences, because the quantification is obtained by integrating only the area of the analyte 

peak, without the influence of an unexpected interference peak. 

ICP-MS sample preparation: For the testing of Fe concentration in KOH, 1 M KOH solution 

(Merck KGaA) was neutralized by adding ultrapure nitric acid (65%, Merck KGaA). To test 

the concentration of Fe on the catalysts surface, NF-AC-NiOx-Fe (electrode area: 1.0-1.1 cm2)  

was dipped in ultrapure nitric acid (mixture of 0.25 mL ultrapure nitric acid (65%, Merck KGaA) 

and 5 mL H2O) for 1-2 min, washed with distilled water twice. Dipping in nitric acid for a 

longer time led to same results. All the nitric acid and washing water were collected. Water was 

then added to reach the total volume of 10 mL. To make sure all the surface Fe was dissolved 

in nitric acid, the treated samples were checked by testing the OER activity in Fe free 1M KOH. 

The OER activity is similar to NF-AC in Fe-free 1M KOH, indicating the total dissolution of 

surface Fe. The loading examined in this method is also close to the value calculated from the 

Fe concentration change before and after 100 CVs activation of NF-AC in 1M KOH (60 mL). 

This confirmed the total dissolution of Fe on NF-AC-NiOx-Fe surface. To be consistent with 

literature data, the loadings were referred to iron oxide, assuming a Fe2O3 formula. A variation 

in the formula will only introduce negligible uncertainty in the comparison.    

 

 

 

 

 

Electrochemical measurements 
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Electrochemical characterizations including cyclic voltammetry (CV), linear sweep 

voltammetry (LSV), and chronopotentiometry were carried out on a Gamry Reference 3000 

electrochemical instrument using a three-electrode electrochemical system. A 1M KOH 

solution (60 mL) was used as electrolyte, and an Ag/AgCl electrode with saturated KCl filling 

solution and Pt wire were used as reference and counter electrodes, respectively. Nickel foams 

were used as working electrodes directly. Hot glue was used to define the working area as a 

1.0-1.1 cm-2 zone. Before electrochemical measurements, the reference electrode was measured 

against another unused Ag/AgCl reference electrode stored in saturated KCl solution. 

Calibration of Ag/AgCl reference electrodes was done by measuring the RHE potential using a 

Pt electrode under a H2 atmosphere. During the measurements, Ag/AgCl reference electrode 

was set into a double-junction electrode to minimize contact between KOH and KCl. CVs were 

performed at a scan rate of 1 mV s-1, and the average of the two potentials at which the current 

crossed zero was taken to be the thermodynamic potential for the hydrogen electrode reaction. 

In 1M KOH electrolytes, E vs. RHE = E vs. Ag/AgCl + 1.009 V, and overpotential for OER 

was η = E vs. RHE -1.23 V = E vs. Ag/AgCl – 0.221 V. Ohmic drop correction was performed 

using the current interrupt (CI) method available in the potentiostat software. 

Before recording the catalytic activity, catalysts were activated by 5 linear sweeping 

voltammetry (LSV) scans followed by another 100 cyclic voltammetry scans until reaching a 

stable state in 1M KOH (~30 mL). The LSV scans were recorded in the potential range 0.6-

0.38 V vs Ag/AgCl at a scan rate of 1 mV s-1. The cyclic voltammetry scans were recorded in 

the potential range 0.2-0.53 V vs Ag/AgCl at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. Following this, 2-3 cycles 

of backward LSVs were measured at a scan rate of 1 mV s-1 to record the catalytic activity. 

Tafel slopes were calculated based on the LSV curves by plotting overpotential against 

log(current density). Chronopotentiometric measurements were performed to evaluate the long-

term stability. For the loading dependence analysis, loadings were tuned by changing the 

cycling number of CVs or only applying 1-5 LSVs. Besides NF-AC, Au-NiOx and GC-NiOx 

were activated using the same procedure. 

 

Calculation of the specific current density, Js:  

AC impedance measurements were taken over the frequency range of 100 Hz to 0.1 kHz. 

Impedance measurements were taken on charged catalysts at 0.501, 0.481 and 0.461 V versus 

Ag/AgCl (ACS Catal., 2015, 5 (11), pp 6680–6689). The double-layer capacitance values (Cdl) 

were obtained through fitting of the impedance spectrum using an equivalent circuit (Voigt 

circuit, see below) with two characteristic time constants8.  

 

The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) was calculated from the double-layer 

capacitance according to the equation below: 

ECSA = Cdl/Cs 

Where Cs is the specific capacitance. Cs is 81 uF cm-2 for Ni(Fe)Ox 
9. 

Rs R1

CPE1

R2

CPE2

Element Freedom Value Error Error %

Rs Free(+) 1.13 N/A N/A

R1 Free(+) 0.1 N/A N/A

CPE1-T Free(+) 0.05 N/A N/A

CPE1-P Free(+) 0.76 N/A N/A

R2 Free(+) 2 N/A N/A

CPE2-T Free(+) 0.056 N/A N/A

CPE2-P Free(+) 0.88 N/A N/A

Data File: C:\Users\Group Hu\Documents\EC-Lab\Data\Fang\NF\1017-2017-NF-CV and EIS\After xLSV\1LSV\fitresult-1lsv-501mv.z

Circuit Model File: C:\Users\Group Hu\Desktop\Zview\ZModels\Tutor3 R-CPE-FS.mdl

Mode: Run Simulation / Freq. Range (0.01 - 100000)

Maximum Iterations: 100

Optimization Iterations: 0

Type of Fitting: Complex

Type of Weighting: Calc-Modulus
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The roughness factor (RF) was calculated by taking the estimated ECSA and dividing it by the 

geometric area of the electrode (normally 1 cm2). The specific current density Js was calculated 

according to equation below: 

 Js = J/RF 

Where J is the geometric current density. 

 

Calculation of Js of NiFeOx from data in the literatures9,10: 

The NiFeOx sample obtained by continuous deposition and described in a recent paper9 was 

chosen as a state-of-the-art sample. At the loading of 300 nmol of metal per cm-2, the TOF is 

ca. 0.18 s-1.  So the geometric current density is  

J = TOF * 4 n F = 0.18 s-1 x 4 x (300 x 10-9) mol.cm-2 x 96485 C mol-1= 0.0208 A.cm-2 = 20.8 

mA.cm-2 

At the loading of 300 nmol of metal per cm-2, the capacitance Cdl is ca. 20 mF.cm-2. 

The roughness (RF) is therefore  

RF = Cdl/Cs= 20 mF.cm-2/0.081 mF.cm-2= 247 (taking Cs as 0.081 mF.cm-2, which is the value 

we used to calculate the RF for our reference NiFeOx samples) 

Js = J/RF = J/247 = 0.084 mA.cm-2. 

This value is similar to the one determined in the current work (0.13±0.02 mA.cm–2) for the 

reference NiFeOx sample on GC. 

For another state-of-the-art sample of NiFeOx 
10, the Js was reported at an overpotential of 

350 mV:  Js,η=0.35 V = 3 ± 2 mA cm–2. Considering a Tafel slope of 35 mV/dec, the Js at 300 mV 

is Js,η=0.30 V = 0.11 ± 0.07 mA cm–2, which is again similar to the value determined in the 

current study (0.13±0.02 mA cm–2). 

 

Calculation of Turnover frequency (TOF) 

The TOF value was calculated from the equations: 

 

 
 

where J is the current density at a given overpotential (e.g.  =250, 270, and 300  mV), A is the 

geometric surface area of the electrode, F is the Faraday constant ( a value of 96485 C mol-1), 

and m is the number of moles of Fe on the electrode. For our samples, the Fe loadings are 

measured by ICP-MS. 

 

Supplementary Fig. 2b shows the potential-dependent TOFs for five electrodes with an iron 

oxide loading of 1.0-14.1 g cm-2. Supplementary Table S1 gives the TOFs of 11 individual 

electrodes. Except at the lowest loading, i.e, 1.0 g cm-2, the TOFs of samples with different 

loadings in this range are similar. The TOFs at 1.0 g cm-2 are significantly higher, in 

agreement with recent observations that at an ultralow loading (≤ 1 g cm-2) the TOFs of 
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certain OER catalysts were abnormally high compared to the same catalysts at loadings 

between 1.4 to 14.1 g cm-2. A “substrate effect”11 or “nucleus sintering” 12 was invoked to 

rationalize these observations. The intrinsic activity, however, is best represented by TOFs at 

higher loadings 12. 

 

XAS Data collection. 

Ex-situ XANES data were collected on the LUCIA beamline of SOLEIL 13, at an energy of 

2.75 GeV and with a ring current of 100 mA (8-bunch mode). The incident beam energy was 

monochromatized using a Si 111 double crystal monochromator. The electrochemical in-situ 

XAS were recorded at SP8 (Japan) 12B2 Taiwan beamline of National Synchrotron Radiation 

Research Center (NSRRC), the electron storage ring was operated at 8.0 GeV with a constant 

current of ~100 mA. The in-situ XAS measurement was performed at the desired voltage to 

keep the situation of reduction with a special cell designed for these experiments. The photon 

energy was calibrated with the first inflection point of Fe K-edge and Ni K-edge in Fe and Ni 

metal foils, respectively. XAS data were collected in either total electron yield mode or 

fluorescence mode. 

 
 

XAS data analysis and EXAFS fittings.  
The data collected were normalized to the incoming incident photon flux and processed with 

the Athena software from the IFEFFIT package. E0 values of 7112.0 eV and 8333.0 eV were 

used to calibrate all data with respect to the first inflection point of the absorption K-edge of 

either iron or nickel foil, respectively. 

EXAFS curve fitting was performed with Artemis and IFEFFIT software using ab initio-

calculated phases and amplitudes from the program FEFF 8.2 14,15. These ab initio phases and 

amplitudes were used in the EXAFS equation: 

 
The neighboring atoms to the central atom(s) are divided into j shells, with all atoms with the 

same atomic number and distance from the central atom grouped into a single shell. Within 

each shell, the coordination number Nj denotes the number of neighboring atoms in shell j at a 

distance of Rj from the central atom.  is the ab initio amplitude function for shell j, 

and the Debye-Waller term e–2σj
2

k
2
 accounts for damping due to static and thermal disorder in 

absorber-backscatterer distances. The mean free path term e–2Rj/ λj(k) reflects losses due to 

inelastic scattering, where λj(k) is the electron mean free path. The oscillations in the EXAFS 

spectrum are reflected in the sinusoidal term sin(2kRj + φij(k)), where φij(k) is the ab initio phase 

function for shell j. S0
2 is an amplitude reduction factor due to shake-up/shake-off processes at 

the central atom(s). The EXAFS equation was used to fit the experimental data using CN, R, 

and the EXAFS Debye-Waller factor (DW; σ2) as variable parameters. For the energy (eV) to 

wave vector (k, Å–1) axis conversion, the S0
2 value was determined as 0.90. All fits were 

performed in the R space. The R-value (%) is employed to judge whether a fitting is proper, 

and is expressed by the following equation: 

 

𝑹 = Σ{𝑘𝑛𝜒𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝑘) − 𝑘𝑛𝜒𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝑘)}
2/Σ{𝑘𝑛𝜒0𝑏𝑠(𝑘)}

2
 

 

 

(k)  S0
2 N j

kR j
2

j

 fe f fj
(,k,R j )e

2 j

2k 2

e
2R j / j (k )

s i n (2k Rj  i j(k) )



fe f fj (,k,Rj)
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Computational Details 

All computations were performed using the GPAW code 16,17 in combination with the Atomic 

Simulation Environment (ASE) (https://wiki.fysik.dtu.dk/ase/). The RPBE18 exchange 

correlation functional together with a 0.17 Å grid spacing and a 1x5x1 k-point set for -FeOOH 

or a 5x5x1 k-point set for -NiOOH was used. H2O and H2 were modeled using only the -

point. The core electrons were approximated through Projector Augmented Wavefunctions 

(PAW)19. A smearing of 0.1 eV was added to facilitate the convergence of the wavefunction. 

Following previous work20, the spin was treated explicitly assuming a high-spin configuration 

on Fe and a low spin configuration on Ni. Ferromagnetic coupling between the ions was used. 

Assuming a ferromagnetic coupling reduces the complexity of the computation significantly 

while only introducing a minor additional error bar. Assuming a Neel temperature of 1000 K 

the uncertainty between the assumed and real magnetic coupling would correspond to an 

additional error of approximately 0.1 eV. This procedure has been applied successfully to a 

large number of materials.20,21. The geometries were optimized using the BFGS algorithm and 

convergence was assumed if the forces were below 0.05 eV/Å. The final redox potentials and 

adsorption potentials were computed using the theoretical Normal Hydrogen Electrode 

described by Rossmeisl et al. 22,23 assuming a constant set of corrections for Zero-point energies 

and entropy effects. 

-NiOOH and -FeOOH were modeled in independent unit cells. Both compounds 

display a brucite type crystal structure. -FeOOH model is obtained by cutting the lattice along 

the (010) plane. A 4-monolayer slab with 2 monolayers being fixed to bulk positions in 

combination with a 2x1 surface is used. A vacuum of 14 Å along the x-axis and 9 Å along the 

z axis is added to avoid interactions between the slabs. -Ni(OH)2 and -NiOOH were modeled 

using a single layer assuming oxidation and reduction of threefold M-OH and M=O species. -

NiOOH edge and corner sites as well as NiO were excluded based on their high redox potentials 

reported in literature 24,25. Following the state–of-the-art procedure in computational 

electrochemistry 26 solvent and double layer effects were neglected. This procedure is known 

to semi-quantitatively reproduce experimental trends 24,25,27,28.  

In agreement with current high level publications in the field 24,25,27,28, we limited our 

computations to a “thermodynamic only” picture. This is due to the fact that activation barriers 

in electrocatalysis can be expected to be strongly influenced by the detailed structure of the 

double layer. This is especially true for reaction steps comprising the abstraction or transfer of 

H+/e- couples. Additionally, both the mono-nuclear and bi-functional formation of the O-O bond 

bears significant mechanistic similarities. In both cases a nucleophile (OH- or H2O) attacks a 

Fe=O unit. Indeed, the superiority of the bi-functional mechanism lies not in differences in the 

details of the O-O bond formation step but in the ability to form a thermodynamically more 

favorable final state via H-transfer to an acceptor species. Thus, assuming a negligible O-O 

bond formation barriers for both mechanisms, the “thermodynamic only” is able to capture the 

differences between both reaction paths. Moreover, it has been shown that the potential limiting 

kinetic barriers for OER on a number of active metal oxides such as G-FeCoW and NiFeOx are 

small compared to thermodynamics (less than 1 eV) 26. 

 

 

 

Construction of Volcano Plot 

https://wiki.fysik.dtu.dk/ase/
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In the volcano plot, the redox potential of the oxidation form M-OH to M=O is used as a 

descriptor. To construct a volcano plot, linear scaling relations between the water oxidation 

intermediates M-OH, M=O and M-OOH are required. Following previous work 25,29, we 

assume: 

  (Equation S1) 

  (Equation S2) 

Water and hydrogen are taken as reference states, i.e. 

  (Equation S3) 

and the experimental values of 4.92 eV is used for oxygen. 

  (Equation S4) 

a) Mono-nuclear mechanism: 

At the strong binding side (left slope in Figure S5a), the formation of the O-O bond is potential 

determining: 

  (Equation S5) 

Subtracting the overpotential of 1.23 eV from the reaction energy one obtains: 

  (Equation S6) 

Inserting equation S2, the theoretical overpotential becomes 

  (Equation S7) 

At the weak binding side (right slope in Figure S5a), the overpotential is determined by the 

oxidation of M-OH to M=O. 

  (Equation S8) 

Accordingly, the overpotential is given by  

  (Equation S9) 

b) Bi-functional Mechanism 

The bi-functional mechanism only influences the energetics of the O-O bond formation step. 

Accordingly, the weak binding side is given by equation S9. At the top of the volcano the 

recovery of the hydrogen acceptor unit Ni3-O determines the overpotential. 

  (Equation S10) 

Since this step is independent of the descriptor the top becomes a flat line. With  

  (Equation S11) 

the overpotential becomes: 

  (Equation S12) 

The strong binding side is replaced by the bi-functional formation of the O-O bond: 
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             (Equation S13) 

the corresponding theoretical overpotential can then be obtained through 

 (EquationS14) 

According to equation S1, the energetics of the reaction step M-OH to M=O is equivalent to 

G(M-OH). Inserting also G(O2) from equation S4 and G(Ni3-OH→Ni3-O) from equation 

S11 gives: 

  (Equation S15) 
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Zero-point Energy and Entropy Corrections 

Reaction ZPE + TS [eV] 

M + H2O → M-OH + 0.5 H2 0.4 

M + H2O → M=O + H2 0.05 

M + 2 H2O → M-OOH + 1.5 H2 0.41 

ZPE and TS corrections according to reference 25. 

Summary of Binding Energies 

System G(M-OH) [eV] G(M=O) [eV] G(M-OOH) [eV] 

-FeOOH (010) 1.10 2.34 4.02 

Redox Potentials of Hydrogen Acceptors 

Hydrogen Acceptor G [eV] 

Ni2+
3-OH → Ni3+

3=O (*) 1.2 

Ni2+
3-OH → Ni3+

3=O (**) 1.3 

(*) in Ni2+ embedding (**) in Ni3+ embedding  
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Supplementary Figure 1 | SEM images of the surfaces of (a) NF and (b) NF-AC. 

 

a b 

2 m 2 m 
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Supplementary Figure 2 | a, Polarization curves and b, corresponding TOFs of five 

representative NF-AC-NiOx-Fe electrodes; TOFs were calculated according to the total 

amount of Fe ions measured by ICP-MS. Backward scan; Scan rate: 1 mV s-1; IR corrected. 

Except at the lowest loading, i.e, 1.0 g cm-2, the TOFs of samples with different loadings in 

this range are similar. The TOFs at 1.0 g cm-2 are significantly higher, in agreement with 

recent observations that at an ultralow loading (≤ 1 g cm-2) the TOFs of certain OER 

catalysts were abnormally high compared to the same catalysts at loadings between 1.4 to 

14.1 g cm-2. A “substrate effect”11 or “nucleus sintering” 12 was invoked to rationalize these 

observations. The intrinsic activity, however, is best represented by TOFs at higher loadings 
12. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Tafel plots of NF, NF-NiOx-Fe and NF-AC-NiOx-Fe. The Tafel 

plots for NF-NiOx-Fe and NF-AC-NiOx-Fe are based on the 1st LSV after 100 CVs’ activation. 

The Tafel plot of NF is based on the 1st LSV before 100 CV’s activation. The loading of Fe in 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe is 14.1 g cm-2, and in NF-NiOx-Fe is 4.3 g cm-2. The deviation of 

experimental data from the Tafel line above  = 300 mV indicates the influence of mass 

transport.  
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 Supplementary Figure 4 | Polarization curves of NF-AC activated in unpurified KOH 

and purified KOH (Fe-free). Backward scan; Scan rate: 1 mV s-1; IR corrected. The inset 

shows the corresponding Tafel plots. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 | Characterization of NF-AC-FD. a, b, SEM images; c, TEM 

images. The inset in a) shows the SEM image of NF-AC. d, HAADF and corresponding 

elemental mapping images of the surface layer. Color codes: red for Fe; green for Ni; blue for 

O; purple for the mixture effect of Fe and O. 
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Supplementary Figure 6 | The TOFs at different loadings of iron (expressed as Fe2O3) for 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe (black triangles), Au-NiOx-Fe (blue spheres) and GC-NiOx-Fe (magenta 

rectangles). 
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Supplementary Figure 7 | Polarization curves and corresponding TOFs of three 

representative samples.  a and b, NF-AC-NiOx-Fe; c and d, Au-NiOx-Fe; e and f, GC-NiOx-

Fe. TOFs were calculated according to the total amount of Fe ions measured by ICP-MS. 

Backward scan; Scan rate: 1 mV s-1; IR corrected. 
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Supplementary Figure 8 | TOFs at different loadings of NiOx. a, Au-NiOx-Fe; b, GC-

NiOx-Fe. 
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Supplementary Figure 9 | Comparison of polarization curves between GC-NiOx-Fe and 

GC-NiFeOx at a similar loading. 
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Supplementary Figure 10 |  High resolution Fe 2p XPS spectra of NF-AC and NF-AC-

NiOx-Fe. The Fe 2p spectral background has contribution from Ni LMM Auger peaks 30,31. 

After deduction of the background from Ni LMM Auger peaks, three residual peaks (711.5, 

719.0 and 725.9 eV) in NF-AC-NiOx-Fe can be ascribed to iron oxides deposited on the nickel 

foam. Due to similarities in the binding energies and spectral shapes of the higher oxides of 

iron, it is not possible to assign the iron species to Fe2O3 or FeOOH using XPS 32,33.  
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Supplementary Figure 11 | Raman spectra. a, NF-AC-NiOx-Fe (before OER and after OER) 

and -NiOOH on NF. b, NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, annealed NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, and reference samples of 

NiFe LDH, -FeOOH, -Fe2O3, and -Fe2O3. Because -NiOOH has a lifetime of 1 h at an open 

circuit, the Raman data, collected immediately before and after the catalytic test, reveal that the 

NiOx component of the catalyst exists as -NiOOH at OER potentials. As for the iron oxide 

species, no characteristic peaks of crystalline hematite (-Fe2O3), maghemite (-Fe2O3), 

lepidocrocite (-FeOOH), or NiFe layered double hydroxide (LDH; structurally related to Fe-

doped -NiOOH) were observed in the Raman spectrum of the as-prepared catalyst, before or 

after OER. This is likely due to the low concentration of the iron oxide species.  
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Supplementary Figure 12 | EXAFS Fe K-edge k-space spectra of NF-AC-NiOx-Fe and 

relevant references.  
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Supplementary Figure 13 | EXAFS Fe K-edge r-space spectra of FeOOH, NiFe LDH 

and NF-AC-NiOx-Fe samples extracted from EXAFS refinement, experimental data (blue 

circle) and the corresponding fit (red). Fitting parameters are gathered in Supplementary 

Table 9. 
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Supplementary Figure 14 | EXAFS Fourier transform Fe K-edge spectra of NF-AC-NiOx-

Fe (blue circle) and the corresponding fit (red) with Fe-Ni (short) path and without Fe-Ni 

(outside) path. These fittings indicate that a good fitting cannot be realized without Fe-Ni(outside) 

path. The NF-AC-NiOx-Fe sample is lacking an Fe-Ni(short) path (i.e., normal NiFe LDH path) 

and thereby ruling out the possibility of common NiFe LDH structure. 
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Supplementary Figure 15 | Fe and Ni K-edge EXAFS spectra (R-space) measured under 

operando conditions for the Au-NiOx-Fe sample (experimental data; color circle) and the 

corresponding fittings (red). Fitting structural parameters are gathered in Table 2 and 

Supplementary Table 9. 
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Supplementary Figure 16 | Operando  XANES spectra of Ni K-edge for Au-NiOx-Fe sample and the 

corresponding references, showing that the oxidation states of as-prepared sample in dry condition and 

in electrolyte (without bias) are close to +2. Once the potential is further increased to launch the OER, 

the oxidation states approach +3 and even higher. Ni(2+) refers to NiO, and Ni(3+) refers to LiNiO2.    
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Supplementary Figure 17 | Fe-O-Fe path with 23 degree () tilt in -FeOOH   
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Supplementary Figure 18 | Fe and Ni K-edge EXAFS spectra (R-space) measured under 

operando conditions for the NiFe LDH sample. A large background (V) present 

below 1 Å is due to the interference caused by generating gas bubbles. 
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Supplementary Figure 19 |  Volcano Plots. a, Mono-nuclear mechanism. b, Bi-functional 

mechanism.  
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Supplementary Table 1. Current densities and TOFs of all NF-AC-NiOx-Fe electrodes 

(loading range: 0.96-14.07 g cm-2) at overpotentials of 250, 270, and 300 mV, 

respectively. 

NF-

AC-

NiOx

-Fe 

Loadin

g  

(g cm-

2) 

@1

0 mA 

cm-2 

(mV) 

J (mA cm-2) a TOF (s-1) b 

250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 
250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

i ii iii i ii iii i ii iii 

1# 0.96 
270 3.1 4.2 / 7.3 9.8 / 43 35 / 0.78±0.1

2 

1.84±0.2

7 

8.40±0.8

6 

2# 1.46 
270 3.4 3.2 / 10.

1 

9.5 / 37 35 / 0.47±0.0

2 

1.40±0.0

4 

5.14±0.1

4 

3# 2.11 
264 1.7 2.2 / 7.0 8.5 / 41.

3 

44.

4 

/ 0.19±0.0

4 

0.76±0.0

7 

4.21±0.1

5 

4# 2.87 
264 4.5 4.2 / 15.

0 

14.

1 

/ 71.

0 

64.

0 

/ 0.31±0.0

2 

1.05±0.0

3 

4.87±0.2

5 

5# 5.84 
255 7.1 7.2 7.4 24.

1 

22.

8 

23 104 103 97.

7 

0.26±0.0

1 

0.83±0.0

1 

3.60±0.0

7 

6# 5.89 
257 5.6 5.2 6.2 20.

5 

20.

1 

21.

6 

88.

3 

86.

5 

93 0.20±0.0

2 

0.73±0.0

2 

3.15±0.0

7 

7# 7.93 
256 6.3 6.1 6.1 20.

2 

20.

0 

20.

9 

88.

0 

87.

0 

90.

9 

0.16±0.0

1 

0.53±0.0

1 

2.32±0.0

3 

8# 8.80 
251 8.1 8.2 8.3 26.

7 

27.

8 

27.

6 

108 113 112 0.19±0.0

1 

0.64±0.0

1 

2.62±0.0

4 

9# 10.16 
254 9.8 8.4 10 31.

6 

27.

4 

31.

0 

124 107 122 0.19±0.0

2 

0.61±0.0

3 

2.40±0.1

1 

10# 10.22 
250 8.5 7.4 7.6 28.

3 

24.

4 

26.

9 

127 112 121 0.16±0.0

1 

0.54±0.0

2 

2.43±0.0

9 

11# 14.07 
245 12.

0 

11.

8 

13.

3 

41.

4 

42.

6 

43.

5 

183 187 192 0.18±0.0

1 

0.63±0.0

1 

2.76±0.0

4 

a Each sample is measured 2-3 times and the current densities for each measurement are listed (i, ii, and iii). b 

TOFs are based on the average current density for each sample. The error represents the standard error of results 

from 2-3 times' measurements. Except at the lowest loading, i.e, 1.0 g cm-2, the TOFs of samples with different 

loadings in this range are similar. The TOFs at 1.0 g cm-2 are significantly higher, in agreement with recent 

observations that at an ultralow loading (≤ 1 g cm-2) the TOFs of certain OER catalysts were abnormally high 

compared to the same catalysts at loadings between 1.4 to 14.1 g cm-2. A “substrate effect”11 or “nucleus 

sintering” 12 was invoked to rationalize these observations. The intrinsic activity, however, is best represented by 

TOFs at higher loadings 12 
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Supplementary Table 2. Current densities and TOFs of all Au-NiOx-Fe electrodes 

(loading range: 0.98-2.13 g cm-2) at overpotentials of 250, 270, and 300 mV, 

respectively. 

Au-NiOx-

Fe 

Loading  

(g cm-2) 

@10 mA cm-2 

(mV) 

J (mA cm-2) a TOF (s-1) b 

250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

i ii i ii i ii 

1# 0.98 285 1.2 0.95 4.3 3.6 20 16 0.23±0.03 0.84±0.07 3.82±0.42 

2# 1.04 282 1.4 1.5 5.7 6.3 28.4 33.5 0.29±0.01 1.19±0.06 6.14±0.51 

3# 1.29 290 0.83 1.14 3.2 3.8 15 18 0.16±0.02 0.56±0.05 2.66±0.24 

4# 1.55 283 1.4 1.5 5.05 5.9 24 29.5 0.19±0.01 0.73±0.06 3.57±0.37 

5# 1.69 283 1.2 1.7 4.85 5.5 23.1 28 0.18±0.03 0.63±0.04 3.13±0.30 

6# 2.09 280 1.7 1.2 6 4.2 25.4 18.5 0.14±0.02 0.51±0.09 2.18±0.34 

7# 2.13 275 2.1 1.6 8.2 5.9 37 31 0.18±0.02 0.69±0.11 3.31±0.29 

a Each sample is measured 2 times and the current densities for each measurement are listed (i and ii). b TOFs are 

based on the average current density for each sample. The error represents the standard error of results.  
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Supplementary Table 3. Current densities and TOFs of all GC-NiOx-Fe electrodes 

(loading range: 0.67-1.51 g cm-2) at overpotentials of 250, 270, and 300 mV, 

respectively. 

GC-

NiOx-

Fe 

Loading  

(g cm-2) 

@10 mA 

cm-2 (mV) 

J (mA cm-2) a TOF (s-1) b 

250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

i ii i ii i ii 

1# 0.67 309 0.362 0.372 1.162 1.32 6.4 6.6 0.12±0.01 0.39±0.02 2.02±0.03 

2# 0.80 304 0.458 0.372 1.64 1.402 8.94 8 0.11±0.01 0.40±0.03 2.20±0.12 

3# 1.51 287 0.9066 0.94 3.6 3.78 21.2 22 0.13±0.01 0.51±0.01 2.96±0.05 

4# 2.11 277 1.91 1.55 7.23 5.66 30.1 25.0 0.16±0.02 0.60±0.10 2.75±0.33 

a Each sample is measured 2 times and the current densities for each measurement are listed (i and ii). b TOFs are 

based on the average current density for each sample. The error represents the standard error of results. 
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Supplementary Table 4. Current densities and TOFs of all NF-NiFeOx and GC-NiFeOx 

electrodes (loading range: 1.75-17.30 g cm-2) at overpotentials of 250, 270, and 300 mV, 

respectively. 

NiFeOx 
Loading  

(g cm-2) 

@10 

mA cm-2 

(mV) 

J (mA cm-2) a TOF (s-1) b 

250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

i ii i ii i ii 

NF 

1# 1.97 338 0.224 0.235 0.65 0.697 3.04 2.73 0.023±0.003 0.062±0.011 0.409±0.072 

2# 5.19 321 0.324 0.321 1.08 1.256 4.59 5.08 0.020±0.001 0.086±0.012 0.348±0.034 

3# 5.54 321 0.325 0.352 0.866 1.00 3.94 4.20 0.020±0.002 0.050±0.009 0.264±0.017 

4# 12.92 323 0.501 0.897 1.02 1.6 3.76 4.65 0.028±0.011 0.042±0.016 0.302±0.024 

GC 

5# 1.75 360 0.048 0.057 0.128 0.16 0.736 0.894 0.027±0.002 0.075±0.008 0.424±0.041 

6# 7.16 316 0.23 0.32 0.8 1.08 4.514 5.38 0.027±0.004 0.093±0.014 0.489±0.043 

7# 11.97 308 0.558 0.67 1.94 2.22 7.8 8.12 0.036±0.003 0.122±0.008 0.465±0.009 

8# 17.30 304 0.766 0.98 2.516 2.888 8.88 9.22 0.036±0.004 0.111±0.008 0.372±0.007 

a Each sample is measured 2 times and the current densities for each measurement are listed (i and ii). b TOFs are 

based on the average current density for each sample. The error represents the standard error of results. 
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Supplementary Table 5. Comparison of TOFs of different OER catalysts in thin film 

configurations (loading <20 g cm-2) in alkaline solutions.  

Catalysts 
TOF (s-1) a 

Reference 
250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe 0.24±0.10 0.78±0.27 3.35±1.06 This work 

Au-NiOx-Fe 0.20±0.05 0.73±0.23 3.51±1.30 This work 

GC-NiOx-Fe 0.13±0.02 0.48±0.10 2.48±0.44 This work 

NF-NiFeOx 0.023±0.004 0.06±0.02 0.33±0.06 This work 

GC-NiFeOx 0.032±0.005 0.10±0.02 0.44±0.05 This work 

NiFeOx 0.02±0.004d 0.072±0.02d 0.52±0.16 4 

FeNiOx  0.004±0.003 0.013±0.011 0.11±0.09 12 

CoFeOx 0.011±0.001 0.047±0.003 0.31±0.02 12 

Ni0.75Co0.25Ox / / 0.089±0.013 34 

FeOx / / 0.0015±0.0009 34 

NiOx
 e / / 0.17±0.04 34 

CoOx / / 0.0032±0.0014 34 

MnOx / / 0.0004±0.0002 34 

IrO2 ~0.001d ~0.002d  0.0089±0.005 34 

a For multiple samples, the averaged values with standard deviations are given for TOF. For NF-AC-

NiOx-Fe, Au-NiOx-Fe, GC-NiOx-Fe, NF-NiFeOx, and GC-NiFeOx, each sample is measured 2-3 times 

and the raw data are shown in Supplementary Table S1-S4. For all iron-containing samples, iron is 

assumed as the active species. For samples without iron, all the other metal elements are assumed as the 

active species. The current densities are high and partially limited by mass-transport at   300 mV, as 

reflected in the Tafel plots (Supplementary Fig. 3). Thus, the apparent TOFs of NF-AC-NiOx-Fe at   

300 mV underestimate its intrinsic activity, and the TOFs at  = 250 and 270 mV are better 

representatives of the activity of this catalyst. d TOFs at these potentials were extrapolated using the 

reported Tafel slopes (~35 mV dec-1 for NiFeOx and ~40 mV dec-1 for IrO2). 
e NiOx was likely to contain 

some Fe incorporated from electrolyte during the OER test.  
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Supplementary Table 6. Specific current density (Js) (normalized to the electrochemical 

surface area) at overpotentials of 250, 270, and 300 mV, respectively. 

 

Samples 
Js (mA cm-2) a 

reference 
250 mV 270 mV 300 mV 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe 0.013±0.005 0.041±0.018 0.18±0.08 This work 

NF-AC-FD-NiOx-Fe 0.019±0.002 0.051±0.008 / This work 

NF -NiFeOx 0.004±0.002 0.012±0.002 0.05±0.01 This work 

GC-NiOx-Fe 0.026±0.007 0.10±0.03 0.54±0.09 This work 

GC-NiFeOx 0.008±0.003 0.03±0.01 0.13±0.04 This work 

NiFeOx b 0.003 c 0.011 c 0.084 9 

NiFeOx
 b 0.004±0.003 c 0.015±0.010 c 0.11±0.07 c 10 

a Js are based on the average Js for all samples of the same kind. The error represents the standard deviation of 

results. b The calculation of Js from the literature is shown in Supplementary Method. c Js at these potentials are 

extrapolated using the reported Tafel slopes (~35 mV dec-1) 
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Supplementary Table 7. Comparison of ƞ@10 mA cm-2 of different OER catalysts in thin 

film configurations (loading <20 g cm-2) alkaline solutions.  

Catalysts 
Loading b  

(g cm-2) 

ƞ@10 mA cm-2 

(mV) 
Reference 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe a 1.4-14.1 245-270 This work 

Au-NiOx-Fe a 0.98-2.13 275-290 This work 

GC-NiOx-Fe a 0.67-2.11  277-309 This work 

NF-NiFeOx
 a 2.0-12.9 321-338 This work 

GC-NiFeOx
 a 1.75-17.30 304-360 This work 

NiFeOx
 a 1.2-12 ~311 c 4 

FeNiOx
 a  1.3-3.0 370-378 12 

CoFeOx
 a 1.9-5.5  333-349 12 

Ni0.75Co0.25Ox 1.04±0.09 445±2 34 

FeOx 1.63±0.08 456±7 34 

NiOx
 d 1.13±0.10 329±3 34 

CoOx 1.32±0.14 423±13 34 

MnOx 1.13±0.08 563±25 34 

IrO2 4.12±0.14 427±5 34 

a For multiple samples, the value ranges are given for loading and @10mA cm-2. For NF-AC-NiOx-Fe, 

Au-NiOx-Fe, GC-NiOx-Fe, NF-NiFeOx, and GC-NiFeOx, the raw data are shown in Supplementary 

Table S1-S4. b The loading is based on the quantity of the active metal species, in the form of metal 

oxides. c Overpotential is for the catalyst at the loading of around 8.3 ug cm-2. d NiOx is likely to contain 

some Fe that were incorporated from electrolyte in the OER test.  
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Supplementary Table 8. Comparison of the geometric activity of porous electrodes coated 

by a high-loading of catalysts in 1M KOH. 

Catalysts Electrodes a 
Loading (mg 

cm-2) 

ƞ@10 mA cm-2 

(mV) 

ƞ@100 mA cm-

2 (mV) 
Reference 

NF-AC-FD-NiOx-

Fe 
NF 0.068 215 248 This work 

Fe(PO3)2/Ni2P NF 8.0
 b

 177
 c
 221 35 

G-FeCoW NF(Au coated) 0.4 191±3 / 26 

Ni2P-Ni NF / 200 268 36 

EG/Co0.85Se/NiFe 

LDH 
Graphene Foam 

4.0 
203 260 37 

Ni60Fe30Mn10 Alloy Foam 76.0 208 270 38 

NiFeOx CFP 1.6 230 271 39 

NiFe hydroxides NF / 245 280 40 

NiSe NF 2.8 251 314 41 

NiFe LDH NF 1.0 240-256 ~306 42,43 

IrO2 CFP 3.3 264 / 44,45 

a NF: nickel foam; CFP: carbon fiber paper. b Loading of Fe(PO3)2. 
c Overpotential at this current density 

was extrapolated using the reported Tafel slopes (~52 mV dec-1). 
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Supplementary Table 9 | Structural parameters of FeOOH, NiFe LDH and NF-AC-NiOx-

Fe samples extracted from EXAFS refinement. 

 

path R (Å) CN ∆E (eV) σ2 (Å2) R-value (%) 

γ-FeOOH  

Fe-O 1.99(4) 6.4(3) -5.9(3) 0.0088(5) 2.035 

Fe-Fe 3.08(6) 5.4(5) -4.3(7) 0.0082(4) 

NiFe LDH  

Fe-O 2.00(1) 5.8(1) -5.0(6) 0.0071(1) 1.429 

Fe-Fe 3.07(1) 3.4(3) -1.1(9) 0.0085(3) 

Fe-NiOh 3.11(2) 2.6(4) -7.9(8) 0.0055(4) 

NF-AC-NiOx-Fe  

Fe-O 1.98(1) 4.8(2) 1.4(8) 0.0095(2) 0.798 

Fe-Fe 3.06(2) 2.3(2) 1.3(6) 0.0071(1) 

Fe-NiOh - - - - 

Fe-Nioutside 3.98(4) 3.6(4) 3.2(7) 0.0080(6) 
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Supplementary Table 10 | Structural parameters of Au-NiOx-Fe sample extracted from Ni K-

edge EXAFS measured under ex situ and operando conditions. 

 

 

  

condition path R (Å) CN ∆E (eV) σ2 (Å2) R-value (%) 

Dry sample 
Ni-O 2.04(4) 6.0(3) -5.1(5) 0.0076(4) 2.517 

Ni-Ni 3.09(5) 6.1(1) -1.0(6) 0.0076(3)  

No bias 
Ni-O 2.04(4) 6.0(3) -5.4(5) 0.0081(9) 2.023 

Ni-Ni 3.10(6) 6.1(6) 1.5(7) 0.0071(9)  

η = 0.22 
Ni-O 2.04(3) 6.0(1) -5.6(5) 0.0072(9) 2.386 

Ni-Ni 3.10(5) 6.0(2) -5.7(7) 0.0068(9)  

η = 0.27 
Ni-O 1.86(4) 5.5(1) -7.2(5) 0.0080(1) 3.170 

Ni-Ni 2.82(6) 5.1(4) -2.3(9) 0.0076(1)  

η = 0.32 
Ni-O 1.88(4) 5.6(2) -4.9(3) 0.0080(1) 3.209 

Ni-Ni 2.84(4) 5.0(3) -3.9(6) 0.0064(1)  

η = 0.37 
Ni-O 1.89(2) 5.6(2) -3.6(4) 0.0059(3) 6.667 

Ni-Ni 2.85(3) 5.0(3) 1.8(6) 0.0058(2)  
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DFT Structures 

-FeOOH (010) – Fe bare 

Cell: 

25.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    -

3.1524999999999999    5.4602851999999995    0.0000000000000000     

0.0000000000000000   -0.0000000000000000   10.0000000000000000 

xyz coordinates 

O      5.67344417       1.30902184       3.94323191 

O      4.09719417       4.03916444       3.94323191 

O      8.82594417       1.30902184       3.94323191 

O      7.24969417       4.03916444       3.94323191 

O     11.97844417       1.30902184       3.94323191 

O     10.40219417       4.03916444       3.94323191 

O     15.17307106       1.45864325       3.91920680 

O     13.68149577       4.00907130       3.92803847 

O     17.81995030       1.09068833       3.65023839 

O      7.25610552       2.21574101       6.00454361 

O      5.67985552       4.94588361       6.00454361 

O     10.40860552       2.21574101       6.00454361 

O      8.83235552       4.94588361       6.00454361 

O     13.50860992       2.18274513       6.06554899 

O     12.07800776       5.00972327       5.82538241 

O     16.67367052       2.14796858       6.04065515 

O     15.12133226       4.91031827       5.92254901 

Fe      7.25384250       0.39563374       5.12304955 

Fe      5.67759250       3.12577634       5.12304955 

Fe     10.40634250       0.39563374       5.12304955 

Fe      8.83009250       3.12577634       5.12304955 

Fe     13.53896568       0.36290398       5.20953084 

Fe     11.94959123       3.14078623       5.21673059 

Fe     16.78322813       0.44009994       4.79266526 

Fe     15.05880971       3.05232639       5.31171158 

H      8.83976609       1.30304303       2.96881635 

H      7.26351609       4.03318563       2.96881635 

H     11.99226609       1.30304303       2.96881635 

H     10.41601609       4.03318563       2.96881635 

H     15.39095324       1.65072463       2.99186186 

H     13.93602091       4.06492206       2.99245410 

H     15.37302592       5.17766082       6.82055985 

H     16.60056161       1.92167597       6.98352733 

  



S43 

 

-FeOOH (010) – Fe-OH 

Cell: 

25.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    -

3.1524999999999999    5.4602851999999995    0.0000000000000000     

0.0000000000000000   -0.0000000000000000   10.0000000000000000 

xyz coordinates 

O      5.36816161       1.35136899       3.98052770 

O      3.79191161       4.08151159       3.98052770 

O      8.52066161       1.35136899       3.98052770 

O      6.94441161       4.08151159       3.98052770 

O     11.67316161       1.35136899       3.98052770 

O     10.09691161       4.08151159       3.98052770 

O     14.79150953       1.17044360       3.87039109 

O     13.31166528       3.96332554       3.87024155 

O     17.49656795       1.22171150       3.89884562 

O     16.04124007       3.81833988       3.87285374 

O      6.95082297       2.25808815       6.04183940 

O      5.37457297       4.98823075       6.04183940 

O     10.10332297       2.25808815       6.04183940 

O      8.52707297       4.98823075       6.04183940 

O     13.31527348       2.32200284       5.93071330 

O     11.71003906       5.01383284       5.93156759 

O     16.03107459       2.27346355       6.11453774 

O     14.50480999       5.02744240       6.09527404 

Fe      6.94855994       0.43798089       5.1603453 

Fe      5.37230994       3.16812349       5.1603453 

Fe     10.10105994       0.43798089       5.1603453 

Fe      8.52480994       3.16812349       5.1603453 

Fe     13.23350086       0.43476777       5.2140221 

Fe     11.63805066       3.18048559       5.2271521 

Fe     16.37250049       0.49849419       4.9153296 

Fe     14.77403854       3.23388839       5.0281536 

H      8.53448353       1.34539018       3.00611213 

H      6.95823353       4.07553278       3.00611213 

H     11.68698353       1.34539018       3.00611213 

H     10.11073353       4.07553278       3.00611213 

H     14.97960021       1.38450560       2.94210460 

H     13.61900321       4.11913077       2.95994111 

H     16.82518154       3.22270614       3.87908090 

H     13.99741684       4.80382083       6.89819126 

H     15.55266149       2.00536458       6.92258046 

  



S44 

 

-FeOOH (010) – Fe=O 

Cell: 

25.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    -

3.1524999999999999    5.4602851999999995    0.0000000000000000     

0.0000000000000000   -0.0000000000000000   10.0000000000000000 

xyz coordinates 

O      5.68684391       1.34165963       4.04134256 

O      4.11059391       4.07180223       4.04134256 

O      8.83934391       1.34165963       4.04134256 

O      7.26309391       4.07180223       4.04134256 

O     11.99184391       1.34165963       4.04134256 

O     10.41559391       4.07180223       4.04134256 

O     15.11709353       1.35754201       3.99105782 

O     13.53971957       4.09613414       3.98691172 

O     17.87330828       1.13586189       4.04405427 

O     16.30002307       3.85351788       4.04164799 

O      7.26950527       2.24837879       6.10265426 

O      5.69325527       4.97852139       6.10265426 

O     10.42200527       2.24837879       6.10265426 

O      8.84575527       4.97852139       6.10265426 

O     13.58199497       2.28692099       6.01894533 

O     12.00512062       5.01586984       6.01892834 

O     16.42589402       2.11463257       6.18913178 

O     14.83898906       4.85937360       6.18406665 

Fe      7.26724224       0.42827153       5.2211602 

Fe      5.69099224       3.15841413       5.2211602 

Fe     10.41974224       0.42827153       5.2211602 

Fe      8.84349224       3.15841413       5.2211602 

Fe     13.55229131       0.44881578       5.3056220 

Fe     11.97649848       3.17910472       5.3040863 

Fe     16.72919895       0.47416677       5.0544928 

Fe     15.15513982       3.20235933       5.0578390 

H      8.85316583       1.33568082       3.06692699 

H      7.27691583       4.06582342       3.06692699 

H     12.00566583       1.33568082       3.06692699 

H     10.42941583       4.06582342       3.06692699 

H     15.36286868       1.50413367       3.06163934 

H     13.79396391       4.23931386       3.05861229 

H     14.31486070       4.57540816       6.95842705 

H     15.90560465       1.82153153       6.96340730  



S45 

 

-FeOOH (010) – Fe-OOH 

Cell: 

25.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    -

3.1524999999999999    5.4602851999999995    0.0000000000000000     

0.0000000000000000   -0.0000000000000000   10.0000000000000000 

xyz coordinates 

O      4.97425609       1.34326757       4.04114476 

O      3.39800609       4.07341017       4.04114476 

O      8.12675609       1.34326757       4.04114476 

O      6.55050609       4.07341017       4.04114476 

O     11.27925609       1.34326757       4.04114476 

O      9.70300609       4.07341017       4.04114476 

O     14.37494270       1.31239559       3.95782111 

O     12.88601822       4.08959427       3.95478847 

O     17.13540627       1.25212825       4.02535647 

O     15.67720214       3.93856184       3.98408227 

O      6.55691744       2.24998673       6.10245646 

O      4.98066744       4.98012933       6.10245646 

O      9.70941744       2.24998673       6.10245646 

O      8.13316744       4.98012933       6.10245646 

O     12.87579835       2.31089178       6.01778529 

O     11.31671405       5.03858553       5.97651478 

O     15.68809582       2.15375160       6.22055239 

O     14.13492143       4.94307047       6.21630742 

O     17.01743116       3.83153828       4.29546924 

Fe      6.55465441       0.42987947       5.2209624 

Fe      4.97840441       3.16002207       5.2209624 

Fe      9.70715441       0.42987947       5.2209624 

Fe      8.13090441       3.16002207       5.2209624 

Fe     12.82772607       0.45055589       5.2736390 

Fe     11.24548236       3.18605996       5.2866508 

Fe     15.98545165       0.49671911       5.0122754 

Fe     14.40137119       3.22905970       5.1504895 

H      8.14057801       1.33728876       3.06672919 

H      6.56432801       4.06743136       3.06672919 

H     11.29307801       1.33728876       3.06672919 

H      9.71682801       4.06743136       3.06672919 

H     14.55048860       1.45033766       3.01185629 

H     13.11588939       4.21733248       3.01858501 

H     13.64253510       4.69781545       7.02253764 

H     15.23597810       1.83582836       7.02477490 

H     17.20530071       2.82580563       4.15689959 
 



S46 

 

-Ni(OH)2 (0001) – reduced 

Cell: 

6.535012   0.0   0.0 

-3.267506   5.6594901   0.0 

0.0   0.0   12.0 

xyz-coordinates 

O      1.90311068       1.41387317       5.00563898  

H      1.86929724       1.41709539       4.03660623  

Ni      0.27517317       0.47174663       5.99909845  

O      0.28113025       2.35770323       6.99385990  

H      0.29466067       2.32533586       7.96317989  

O      0.26935913       4.24361866       5.00563819  

H      0.23554433       4.24683978       4.03660658  

Ni     -1.35857973       3.30148646       5.99909642  

O     -1.35262429       5.18744783       6.99386051  

H     -1.33909241       5.15508162       7.96317950  

O      5.17061670       1.41387146       5.00563836  

H      5.13680387       1.41709566       4.03660661  

Ni      3.54267462       0.47174416       5.99910022  

O      3.54863603       2.35770490       6.99386049  

H      3.56216605       2.32533563       7.96317953  

O      3.53686615       4.24361635       5.00563620  

H      3.50305099       4.24684001       4.03660632  

Ni      1.90892188       3.30148425       5.99909835  

O      1.91488068       5.18745005       6.99386258  

H      1.92841295       5.15508138       7.96317976 

 



S47 

 

-Ni(OH)2 (0001) – oxidised 

Cell: 

6.535012   0.0   0.0 

-3.267506   5.6594901   0.0 

0.0   0.0   12.0 

xyz-coordinates 

O      1.90718120       1.41024989       5.11026479  

Ni      0.33748037       0.50393985       5.97035697  

O      0.26348653       2.36150202       7.00954288  

H      0.28606505       2.34548947       7.97964602  

O      0.25860079       4.23283676       5.01888013  

H      0.24039563       4.23769611       4.04831928  

Ni     -1.36355305       3.29546123       5.99983967  

O     -1.35787566       5.17103119       7.01106629  

H     -1.34931908       5.16992087       7.98178655  

O      5.16590280       1.41902658       5.02110175  

H      5.15659766       1.43180123       4.05041585  

Ni      3.47666637       0.50131379       5.97375789  

O      3.55851614       2.35766582       7.01412879  

H      3.55697017       2.34679260       7.98470186  

O      3.54206516       4.22879661       5.02092673  

H      3.54183501       4.23319442       4.05010419  

Ni      1.90588953       3.22201426       5.97196221  

O      1.90368936       5.18413400       6.88979005  

H      1.91840602       5.17262113       7.86117393 

 



S48 

 

-NiOOH (0001) – reduced 

Cell: 

6.065992   0.0   0.0 

-3.032996   5.2533066   0.0 

0.0   0.0   12.0 

 

xyz-coordinates 

 

O      1.71076370       1.37210496       5.12338706  

H      1.67051527       1.39634735       4.15397780  

Ni      0.24651552       0.40393467       6.09946491  

O      0.25310378       2.21142319       7.17283136  

O      0.23973986       3.90597127       5.11644904  

H      0.22674532       3.88691776       4.14504379  

Ni     -1.32507587       3.12385221       6.11129305  

O     -1.37471864       4.78586672       7.02319678  

O      4.84473557       1.37876029       5.11451478  

H      4.85685689       1.40390616       4.14333712  

Ni      3.27964809       0.46507507       6.23967882  

O      3.27819645       2.33558727       7.03030733  

O      3.27787642       3.96663891       4.79139616  

H      3.27070267       3.96752005       3.81960624  

Ni      1.81627940       3.12255385       6.10517930  

O      1.86797982       4.78434828       7.02027213  

H      0.27216915       2.19515695       8.14516930 

 



S49 

 

-NiOOH (0001) – oxidised 

Cell: 

6.065992   0.0   0.0 

-3.032996   5.2533066   0.0 

0.0   0.0   12.0 

xyz-coordinates 

 

O      1.76196071       1.31466392       5.49761057  

H      1.78588649       1.31192120       4.52501691  

Ni      0.23609752       0.43894696       6.59242780  

O      0.23380086       2.18777053       7.47429891  

O      0.24546274       3.94131647       5.49761025  

H      0.26938845       3.93857447       4.52501684  

Ni     -1.28040025       3.06559847       6.59242849  

O     -1.28269708       4.81442312       7.47430009  

O      4.79495781       1.31466454       5.49761031  

H      4.81888270       1.31192136       4.52501681  

Ni      3.26909197       0.43894607       6.59242718  

O      3.26679856       2.18777145       7.47430032  

O      3.27845925       3.94131743       5.49760996  

H      3.30238472       3.93857460       4.52501674  

Ni      1.75259393       3.06559775       6.59242803  

O      1.75030098       4.81442378       7.47430146 
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